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Introduction
Smartphones allow users to communicate with their social network [1] mostly through 
verbal, or written communication [2, 3] throughout the day [4, 5] except during resting 
periods [6]. The volume of this communication may roughly reflect the level of emo-
tional attachment with various social relations [7, 8]. More specifically, if f1, f2, . . . , fn , is 
the reverse sorted fractions of communication volume with n contacts of a user; then a 
large fraction of communication takes place with only a handful of initial contacts in this 
sequence [9–12]. Note that contacts can also be referred to as alters, in the sociological 
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context. Similarly, the user under observation can be referred to as an ego. These terms 
will be used more in the rest of the study.

In order to contact a particular person via phone calls or text, people search the 
desired contact through a repository that now has an average of about 300 contacts [12]. 
Communication is initiated by searching in a contact list or a call-log. This interaction is 
sometimes not optimal from a usability point of view as a user sometimes needs to shift 
between the two available options. For example, a user might start from the call-log only 
to find that the required alter was not recently contacted and hence might move to con-
tact book to search that alter. Researchers are trying to improve a user’s experience when 
initiating calls by analysing the calling behaviour of users [13–15] and some proposed 
methods to predict the alter that will be contacted at a given time [ 2, 16–21]. This pre-
diction is then used to make a short list of alters as a recommendation for the ego with 
the goal of reducing the effort to find and call a particular alter.

Research gap

Communication on smartphones is not limited only to traditional phone calls as users 
use text messages extensively. However, a comprehensive literature review revealed that 
existing studies focus only on predicting calls. Hence, dual-channel i.e. text and calls, 
usage behaviour and prediction are not considered even though most users prefer text 
[10] for communication. A dual-channel prediction algorithm will output a short list of 
7–10 alters along with the communication channel that an ego is likely to utilize at a 
given time t. This algorithm can then be used as a subroutine for an adaptive communi-
cation initialization interface as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 This is an example of an adaptive interface that will present a small number of alters to the user along 
with the probable channel. Note here that the same alter can be repeated with a different channel as in 
case of “Dad” above. At the back-end it needs an algorithm that will analyse the communication history of 
smartphone users to capture their communication patterns. This interface will facilitate a user by minimizing 
the need or searching or shifting between different screens
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Research questions

Hence, the study explored the following two research questions:

Research question 1 How do users distribute their communication between the two 
popular communication channels (i.e. calls and text messages) and what factors influ-
ence this choice?

Research question 2 Can an alter who will be contacted at a given time t, along with the 
communication channel (call or text) be predicted? More specifically, given the histori-
cal time series communication data of a user,

where eti is a communication event at time instance ti with an associated contact and 
channel (text/call).

If the user shows his/her intention to communicate (say by opening the contact book) at 
time instance tk , then what is the possibility to accurately predict both the contact and 
the channel of communication for the user at tk?

Contributions

Data analysis of call and text logs of 111 users was performed on a dataset collected by 
Bilal et al. [22]. This is a relatively small dataset (31, 515 calls and 135, 474 text messages) 
of 111 users from an emerging user base for exploring dual-channel communication 
traits of smartphone users. Big data analytics have been used to explore many aspects 
of human life; but despite having many capabilities [23], its unstructured and complex 
nature causes many problems [24]. In contrast, small data is often structured, easy to 
access, and easy to manage. Hence, small data has been successfully used to solve prob-
lems surrounding individuals like impact of communication technologies on relation-
ships [24, 25], communication behaviour of smartphone users [10, 13–15], user-centric 
context aware models for prediction [26], and call prediction [2, 11].

The main contributions of this study are listed below:

• Users in general use text messages more than calls, however interestingly, it was 
found that some egos seem to prefer phone calls over text messages for a few alters. 
This was preferred despite the higher cost penalty associated with the calls. Some 
subjective reasons for this peculiarity in users’ communication behaviour have also 
been discussed.

• Three methods to model time-series data of communication logs on a 2D plane have 
been proposed. Since there can be multiple ways for this planar modelling, three 
models to map the communication data on a plane were proposed and evaluated to 
check which is more suitable. A generic dual-channel prediction algorithm was pro-
posed that can work with any of these three modelling techniques. This framework 
captures the temporal patterns in dual-channel communication and predicts the 
alter as well as the channel for an ego. The models were evaluated by comparing their 
performance.

et0 , et1 , et2 , · · · etk−1
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Organization

The next section provides an overview of related work in this area. Then, the dual-
channel behaviour of users will be analysed. After that, three different ways to model 
time-series data of dual-channel communication will be discussed and a generic dual-
channel prediction algorithm will be proposed. Next, the performance of the pro-
posed models is compared. Finally, the study ends with some concluding remarks.

Literature review
This section briefly describes the important background literature about the commu-
nication behaviour of smartphone users, and call prediction through call log analysis.

Humans are known to be social and all social relationships (intimate, family, 
friends, etc.) are created and maintained through communication, which is either 
face-to-face or through electronic channels. Smartphones play an important role 
in maintaining these relationships and indeed are the true representative of one’s 
social network [1]. Like many other activities of life communications of individuals 
also follow unique and persistent communication patterns known as social signa-
ture. Social signature is a distinct and persistent pattern of one’s social behaviour. It 
is the sequence of fraction of communication fi devoted to each alter ai of an ego 
< a1, f1 >,< a2, f2 >, · · · ,< an, fn > Such that fi ≥ fj when i < j . Studies investigated 
the existence of temporal patterns in human communication behaviour [11] and 
showed that each individual has a unique and persistent communication pattern that 
follows daily rhythms [27–29]. Furthermore, these social signatures are present in 
both calls [9, 11] and text messages [10]. It also seems that these signatures persist 
over time, despite the major changes in the ego’s social network due to relocation, etc. 
[10]. Some studies also suggest that personality [30], age, gender [31], and friendship 
style [32] are some factors which impact an individual’s social signatures.

The existence of patterns in electronic communications motivated researchers to 
design adaptive interfaces to facilitate faster access to desired contacts. An adap-
tive interface changes according to changes in the user’s context. These interfaces 
can potentially reduce the memory load of users, which is one of the most frequently 
violated heuristic in user interface design [33]. Adaptive interfaces work by first pre-
dicting the k most likely alters at a given time and then presenting them to the user. 
Experimental results show that the adaptive interface offers faster contact retrieval in 
case of correct prediction and even in the case of prediction failure, there is a delay of 
2–3 seconds [2].

Many studies have proposed such adaptive interfaces by exploiting call logs of 
smartphone users. However, these studies did not mention how long historical logs 
are required for better prediction. In a recent study, Sarkar et  al. [34] resolved the 
issue of choosing appropriate historical communication logs. They proved that only 
the most recent communication history (between 2 and 3 weeks) is sufficient to accu-
rately predict the smartphone user’s communication behaviour. They predicted user’s 
future behaviour using short term data and compared the results with long histori-
cal data. They proved that only the most recent data of 2 to 3 weeks is enough to 
accurately predict a user’s behaviour. Furthermore, Sarker et al. [35] have suggested 
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a context-aware rule learning framework based on machine learning techniques, for 
effectively learning context-aware rules from smartphone data to develop rule-based 
adaptive systems.

Call prediction

Various variations of call prediction algorithms using call logs have been proposed with 
varying effectiveness [16, 18–20, 36–38]. One of the more established algorithms is pro-
posed by Stefanis et al. [2, 17] which uses recency and frequency of communication as con-
textual information and achieved a prediction accuracy of 80%. In another recent study, 
Nasim et al. [11] proposed a machine learning-based algorithm for predicting the next call 
at a particular time. They achieved an accuracy of 78% for a list of size 5 on the Reality Min-
ing dataset [39]. They also proposed a time clustering-based algorithm, which first extracts 
the hour and day for all communication events of an ego-alter pair and then identifies vari-
ous clusters by using the DBSCAN algorithm. It then computes the convex hull (polygon) 
for each cluster, this polygon indicates a time span in which an ego-alter pair is more likely 
to communicate. Since humans do not always follow time bounds very strictly, two larger 
polygons of the same shape were added around the original polygon. These polygons were 
used to accommodate the possibility of slight variations in the time span. They used an 
80 : 20 split to train the algorithm and to test its performance in real-life situations. This 
algorithm had an accuracy of 40% on the Smartphone dataset [15] and 65% on the Reality 
Mining dataset [39].

Hence, it can be seen that mining communication data of users for trends and possible 
applications is a topic that has recently been of interest for many researchers. It has also 
been noted that these data-based studies are focused on calling data. They generally use 
smaller data sets as they are doing individual-level analysis. One application of such data 
analysis is, call prediction as it can improve usability by enabling an adaptive call initializa-
tion interface.

Gap in literature

A comprehensive literature review revealed a quite few studies on call prediction. Table 1 
summarises these studies. It can be clearly seen that existing literature only focused on pre-
dicting the alter for a single channel. In this study, such prediction is referred to as single-
channel prediction. However, communication on mobile phones is not limited to phone 
calls only, instant-messaging is also very popular to support social interactions [40]. For 
example, one of the most used channels is text messages via SMS [10]. Yet surprisingly, no 
study has so far investigated alter prediction for the more realistic dual-channel environ-
ment. Note that in the dual-channel environment, both the alter and the channel need to be 
predicted.
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Data cleaning
This study analysed the text and call data of 116 users collected by Bilal et al. [22, 41] in 
December 2016, from a local university in Pakistan. The participants aged between 17 
and 36 years, including 63 males and 53 females. Most of the participants were under-
graduate while the remaining 10 were graduate students and 3 Ph.D. scholars. The data-
set originally had 47, 558 calls and 3, 68, 116 text messages.

Like any data-based analysis, it is important to clean the data to avoid the risk of get-
ting misleading results. For this purpose, a total of 0.055% communication records have 
been removed because they were inconsistent1. To maintain the integrity of results, 
the data has further been filtered which resulted in 111 users in the end. The data was 
cleaned in the following steps: 

1 Android phones store up to 500 call records while there is no limit on the history of 
text messages, hence, there was a need to extract text and call data of the same time 
duration for each ego. This was done by noting the minimum and maximum times-
tamps in calling data for each ego-alter pair and then extracting the text history for 
the same duration. The resulting mean duration for all the ego-alter pairs came out 
to be 13.5 days (s.d 12.4 days).

2 Next, all the ego-alter pairs with less than 15 communication events have been 
excluded to ensure that only important pairs with non-negligible communication 
shall be considered. This resulted in a total of 2, 173 ego-alter pairs. This threshold 
has been selected after computing the communication percentage of all egos with 
the alters having less than 15 communication events. Fig. 2 shows a birds-eye view of 

Table 1 Summary of  call prediction studies including  dataset, evaluation method, 
prediction accuracy, and  predicted channel i.e. call, text, or  both. Here, it can be clearly 
seen that all proposed algorithms so far only target a single channel, i.e. calls

Study Dataset Evaluation matrics Channel

Call Text

Phithakkitnu-koon et al. (94) Users reality mining project Accuracy 70% � ×

Phithakkitnu-koon et al. (20) Users False positive = 2.4% false negative 
= 2.9% error rate= 5.4%

� ×

Haddad et al. (7645) users Mean absolute error = 69 propor-
tion of calls predicted within less 
than 1h = 17.4 %

� ×

Barzaiq et al. Synthetic data (1, 143) calls reality 
mining (5, 484) calls

Accuracy 35% � ×

Nasim et al. Smartphone (786) users reality 
mining

Accuracy 78% � ×

Stefanis et al. Reality mining project Accuracy 80% � ×

Lee et al. (20) users Accuracy: group A > 75% other 
users < 50%

� ×

Sarker et al. Reality mining (5) users F-measure 0.8 � ×

Fatima et al. Smartphone (786) users MDC (522) 
users

Accuracy: MDC 85% Smartphone 
56%

� ×

1 Inconsistent records had either too few records or major parts of the time series of communication events were miss-
ing.
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the data by comparing the communication percentages with two groups of alters i.e. 
those with less than 15 communication events and those with more than 15 events. 
More specifically the communication percentage with the alters having less than 15 
events was 21%, which is relatively low.

3 Finally, the ego-alter pairs without any outgoing communication events have been 
filtered to exclude unsolicited alters such as marketing companies, etc.

At the end of this data cleaning process, the dataset left with 1, 968 ego-alter pairs; with 
the mean number of 16 calls (s.d 30.5) and 68.8 texts (s.d 186.2) for these pairs. The main 
statistics of the cleaned dataset are summarized in Table 2.

Exploratory data analysis
This section presents the initial exploratory data analysis, which revealed that text mes-
sages were a more common communication channel. It was observed that on average 
81% communication took place via text messaging while only 19% through calls. Earlier 
studies also observed the popularity of text messages [10, 22] and one possible reason 
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Fig. 2 The communication percentages with two groups of alters; first group contains alters having < 15 
communication events and the second group has alters with the number of communication events ≥ 15

Table 2 Main statistics of  filtered data, resulting in  1968 ego-alter pairs with  the  mean 
number of 16 calls and 68.8 texts for each ego

Total Mean Standard 
deviation

Number of ego-alter pairs 1, 968 – –

Number of alters (Calls) 1, 451 12.5 7.4

Number of alters (Text) 1, 659 14.3 10.4

Number of calls 31, 518 16.0 30.5

Number of texts 135, 474 68.8 186.2
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is its cost-effectiveness [22]. A slightly counter intuitive trend in the data is discussed 
below.

Categorization of alters

One would expect that a user would use text more frequently for all alters. However, sur-
prisingly, it was observed that the number of alters contacted through text, were more 
than those contacted through calls. More specifically, the mean number of alters who 
were contacted through text was 14.3 (s.d 10.4), while the mean number of call alters 
was 12.5 (s.d 7.4). This was unlike the results of Heydari et al. [10] whose European data-
set had more call alters than text alters. Interestingly, it was found that users call and text 
to different sets of people. As the mean Jaccard similarity coefficient came out to be 2.7 
for call and text alters of an ego.

The data analysis showed that 27.6% ego-alter pairs preferred phone calls for 80% (or 
more) of their total communication. These pairs are referred to frequently-called alters 
(FCA), whereas the rest are called infrequently-called alters (IFCA). The reasons behind 
this trend were unclear, hence, an interview based study [42] of 21 participants was con-
ducted. This was done to explore the subjective reasons behind this trend from the users’ 
point of view. In the first step, the study analysed the dual-channel data of all partici-
pants, especially focusing on the (FCA). In the second step, an interview session2 with 
each participant to ask them about the reason for using calls more for specific alters. 
From the participants’ replies, it was observed that some alters were uncomfortable with 
text messages and preferred calls due to eyesight problems, busy schedules, and the need 
for frequent discussions, etc.

The analysis of the dual-channel communication behaviour of smartphone users on 
special days could reveal interesting patterns. These days could include weekends, major 
holidays like Christmas, and Eid, but the data did not contain any special days except 
weekends. It was noted that users communicated more on weekends in both groups. 
Similarly, users communicated mostly between 12 p.m. and 5 p.m. every day. Interest-
ingly, the users in the FCA group communicated with the same alters on weekends and 
weekdays. Whereas, the users in the IFCA group were found to have a few different 
alters during both.

The next section first describes three different planar modelling techniques and then 
presents a generic algorithm that can predict both the alter and the channel.

Temporal clustering of channels and dual-channel prediction
This study focuses on dual-channel prediction using time-series data. Machine learn-
ing methods are well known for prediction tasks by employing classification algorithms. 
However, these models have an inherent assumption that data is independently and 
identically distributed. This means that the observations should not depend upon each 
other and come from the same generative distribution. Hence, several studies argued 
against using time series data for obtaining predictions by using machine learning algo-
rithms and some have termed it as a complex problem [43]. The primary reason for this 

2 Each interview session lasted between 8 and 15 minutes.
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premise is based on the fact that time series data is chronologically developed, where 
a forthcoming instance of the dataset has some level of dependency with the previous 
instance. Thus the training and cross-validation performed for the performance evalu-
ation of a classification algorithm do not stand valid. There are various proposed meth-
ods in the literature that try to mitigate this issue. However, applying standard machine 
learning models to time series data is still a challenging problem.

Due to these limitations, this study proposed a prediction algorithm for the dual-chan-
nel environment that is not based on a machine learning algorithm. This study proposes 
to map the communication data on planar surface using one of three alternative models. 
These models will be used to design a dual-channel prediction algorithm; which is dis-
cussed in detail below.

Planar modelling of communication events

This section discusses the proposed algorithm for the dual-channel prediction that is a 
generalized version of an algorithm for single-channel prediction by Nasim et. al [11]. 
The previous study showed that calls between an ego-alter pair contain patterns induced 
by sociological constraints called socio-temporal patterns. The argument was proved 
using several techniques, one of them3 argued that calls when mapped to a plane, with 
the day of the week on the y-axis and the hour of the day on the x-axis, generally lie 
in small high-density areas. Motivated by these findings, it was conjectured that similar 
socio-temporal patterns can also be found in the dual-channel communication environ-
ment. However, it was noted that there can be other alternatives to the planar models 
besides the one proposed in [11]. The three planar modelling techniques for dual-chan-
nel communication are described below.

Planar model: This method was proposed for single-channel prediction [11], this 
study generalized it for dual-channel prediction. Here, the days of the week are pre-
sented as a number ranging from 0 to 6 on the y-axis and the hours of the day are 
mapped on the x-axis. The rationale behind taking the time and day of the commu-
nication event as a contextual cue for predicting future communication is that peo-
ple normally communicate with each other at a particular time and day of the week. 
Fig. 3a shows the communication records modelled this way. One can clearly see two 
different clusters of communication events in different concentrated regions with 
respect to the time and day of the week.
Radial-hours model: In this model, each communication event is mapped to one of 
the 24 concentric circles representing each of the 24 h and the angle is determined by 
the number of minutes elapsed since midnight on that day. The angle is calculated by 
the following formula: θ = (W − 1)+ (M/60) ∗ 2π/7 . Here, W refers to the day of 
the week, and M represents the number of minutes that have elapsed since midnight 
00  : 00 on that particular day. Hence, a communication event on Sunday at 00  : 00 
o’clock is mapped to 00 , an event on Monday 00 : 00 is mapped to 51.40 and so on. An 
example of this modelling technique is shown in Fig. 3b.

3 Covered in-depth in the section on related work.
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Radial-days models: In this model, the days are represented by 7 circles such that 
the inner and outermost circles represent Sunday and Saturday respectively. The time 
of a communication event is mapped to an angle θ between 00 and 3600 by the fol-
lowing formula: θ = (M/T ) ∗ 360 . Here, M represents the number of minutes that 
have passed since 12 : 00AM on that day and T refers to the total minutes in a day i.e. 
1440. An example of this modelling technique is shown in Fig. 3c.

The data of each ego-alter pair have been modelled using the above-mentioned tech-
niques and obtained various clusters for each ego-alter pair. Note that, a cluster with 
only text events is referred to as a text cluster, while the cluster with only calling data 

Fig. 3 Three alternative modelling techniques represent the dual-channel communication data of a 
particular ego-alter pair. Note that, circles ◦ represent text messages and cross symbols × represent calling 
events

Table 3 Percentage of  clusters containing only  calls, text, and  mixed communication 
events for three proposed modelling techniques. It can be seen that in both FCA and IFCA 
groups of  ego-alter pairs, radial-hours method resulted in  smaller percentage of  hybrid 
clusters

Methods Frequently-called alters percentage 
of clusters (Mean)

Infrequently-called alterspercentage 
of clusters (Mean)

Call Text Hybrid Call Text Hybrid

Planar 63.9% 0% 36.1% 1% 49.5% 49.5%

Radial days 63.2% 0% 36.8% 1.2% 50.4% 48.4%

Radial hours 81.5% 0.5% 14.9% 3% 74.8% 22.1%
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is known as a call cluster. Finally, a hybrid cluster contains both call and text events. 
Since the primary aim of this study is to predict the communication channel for future 
communication, hence, a modelling technique with fewer hybrid clusters would prob-
ably show better results. The percentages of these clusters were calculated for both FCA 
and IFCA groups defined in the last section. The results shown in Table 3 indicated that 
radial-hours performed better as there were 14.9% hybrid clusters for the FCA group and 
22.1% for the IFCA group.

Prediction algorithm

This section presents the flow of the dual-channel prediction algorithm which takes call 
and text logs of smartphone users as input. It then extracts the time and day of commu-
nication events to capture the communication patterns of smartphone users. The algo-
rithm generates a list of alters that are likely to be contacted at a particular time along 
with the preferred channel.

Algorithm 1 shows the predictive model which works with any of the three modelling 
techniques presented earlier. Note that the state of the art algorithm [2, 17] for 1 chan-
nel (call only) prediction is also very intuitional as it weights each alter based on just the 
recency and frequency of the alter. Given the input and a modelling technique, it models 
the communication events in the training set for each ego-alter pair. For each ego-alter 
pair, it first finds different clusters of communication events. This algorithm works by 
first getting the time and day information for each communication event for each ego-
alter pair. It then models this data using one of the 3 modelling techniques. After that 
DBSCAN is applied to form clusters of communication events. In the end, it checks the 
event type (call or text) in each cluster and accordingly assigns a probability to the alter 
and the channel at the current time t. Note that DBSCAN is an algorithm for cluster-
ing4. The algorithm then computes a convex hull P0 around each of these clusters, which 
shows the likelihood of an ego-alter pair to communicate in a particular timespan. Note 
that, small polygons indicate temporal regularity among ego-alter pairs, i.e. specific time 
and day of the week when they usually communicate [11].

Next, it identifies the event types5 in each cluster. It then checks the position of time t 
of test point with respect to the cluster. Finally, it assigns each ego-alter pair, a probabil-
ity score according to the following scheme:

4 DBSCAN is a density-based clustering algorithm that groups the points in dense areas. It needs two parameters: ε (eps 
= 3 ), which specifies the radius of a neighbourhood with respect to a point, and the minimum number of points (minPts 
= 3 ) required to form a cluster.
5 Event type specifies whether the communication event is a phone call or text.
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1 Call or text cluster:  An alter is assigned a probability of 100% , if the test point lies 
inside the polygon P0 ; otherwise, it is assigned a score of 0% . The predicted channel 
will be the same as the type of the cluster.

2 Hybrid clusters:  If a cluster contains both types of events then it computes the per-
centage for both channels. The channel with a percentage greater or equal to event 
percentage α , will be predicted. Note that, α represents various percentages of event 
types in each cluster. Otherwise, the algorithm is unable to predict with confidence 
the channel of communication and this is considered as a prediction failure.

Using recency:  Some ego-alter pairs occasionally communicate with each other and do 
not exhibit temporal regularity in their communication behaviour [11]. The communica-
tion of such pairs is often bursty. There can be various reasons for this bursty commu-
nication such as arranging meetings, booking appointments, or event management, etc. 
Since the assumption of this prediction framework is temporal regularity which may not 
capture such bursty pairs. Hence, information about recent events can further improve 
prediction accuracy for such pairs [17]. Therefore, a variation of the algorithm named 
as With-Recency is proposed to improve its performance. In this version, the alter of the 
most recent communication event is added in the prediction list along with the channel 
used for that communication.

Performance
This section first describes the evaluation procedure of the dual-channel prediction and 
then provides a comparison of the performance of the three proposed modelling tech-
niques and their various variations.

Evaluation procedure

The dual-channel logs of 111 users were used to evaluate the proposed predictive model. 
The evaluation of the proposed algorithm for dual-channel prediction was performed by 
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adopting the evaluation mechanism of the different but related problem of call predic-
tion [36, 2, 11, 17]. These studies suggested that a communication prediction algorithm 
should predict a list of 5–10 alters rather than a single alter. The reason for this sugges-
tion is that this number of alters can be easily displayed on a typical smartphone. Hence, 
the proposed model outputs a prediction list of eight alters along with the possible com-
munication channel.

Cross validation was employed for evaluation by implementing the proposed algo-
rithm in R. Dual-channel logs were separated into training and test sets, such that the 
latest 20% of the data was used as the test set while the rest of 80% was considered as 
the training set. Fig. 4, shows the distribution of dual-channel logs of a user into test and 
training sets. The evaluation method was designed to simulate the communication ini-
tialization process of a real user. The communication event Ct in the test set was picked 
and its time t was noted, as shown in Fig. 4. It was assumed that this is the time when 
the user indicated his/her intention to start a communication; say by opening the adap-
tive interface as shown in Fig. 1. Algorithm 1 is then applied with time t and the training 
set as input. The algorithm computes the probability of communicating with each alter 
and returns the top eight alters as a prediction list. Next, the prediction list is checked 
to find whether the prediction was a success or a failure. A prediction is successful if the 
intended alter and the communication channel both matches the intent of the user (ego), 
otherwise it is considered a failure. Various combinations of correct and incorrect alter 
and channel predictions are shown in Table 4. It can be clearly seen that this prediction 

Fig. 4 Dual-channel prediction mechanism. Note that C1, C2, . . . , Cn present the communication events 
in the training set, whereas, Ct , Ct+1, . . . , Ctn denotes the events in the test set. The communication events 
are organised in ascending order of time from left to right, as the most recent data was used in test set to 
simulate the real world communication environment in the evaluation procedure

Table 4 Various combinations of  correct and  incorrect alter and  channel predictions. 
When the  alter and  the  channel of  communication both  will be predicted correctly 
only then a prediction is considered as a success

Alter prediction Channel prediction Prediction result

Correct Incorrect Failure

Incorrect Correct Failure

Incorrect Incorrect Failure

Correct Correct Success
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is more difficult as compared to simple call prediction. After each prediction, the Ct was 
removed from the test set and added to the training set. The process was repeated until 
the test set is exhausted. Finally, the average accuracy for each variation of the algorithm 
was computed by the following formula:

Note that this is the first study that proposes prediction for the dual-channel environ-
ment i.e. for both the calls and text messages. Existing studies have been proposed for 
single-channel environment i.e. only for calls. While this study predicts both the alter 
and the channel, therefore, it is not possible to provide a comparison with any existing 
technique. Moreover, studies on the related but different problem of call prediction, also 
use similar evaluation as mentioned earlier.

Performance comparison of three models

The performance of all variations of the predictive model was evaluated. Recall that 
there are 3 planar models and two variations i.e. Simple and With-Recency. Further, dif-
ferent values of the parameter event percentage α were used. Specifically, the following 
values for α have been considered: 60% , 65% , 70% , 75% , and 80%.

Figure 5 shows the performance of all variations of the algorithm for frequently-called 
alters group. Here, it can be seen that the With-Recency version of all three models out-
performed the Simple version with an accuracy greater than 93%. A possible reason for 
the better performance of the With-Recency model is that some ego-alter pairs do not 
exhibit temporal regularity in their communications and only occasionally communicate 
with each other. This occasional communication behaviour could only be captured by 

Accuracy =
Number of successes

Total test cases
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Fig. 5 This figure shows the accuracy of predicting dual-channel communication for frequently-called alters 
against different values of event percentage α . Here, one can clearly see that the With-Recency version of three 
models outperformed the Simple versions with an accuracy of 93%
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adding recent a communication event that improves prediction accuracy for such pairs 
[17].

Figure 6 shows the prediction performance of all variations of the proposed algorithm 
for infrequently-called alters group. Here, again the With-Recency version of all three 
models outperformed the other Simple version with an accuracy of about 90%.

Prediction accuracy and impact of various parameters

This section discusses various parameters and their effect on the prediction accuracy of 
the proposed predictive model. The dual-channel prediction algorithm takes a number 
of parameters including: dual-channel (call/text) communication logs, three modelling 
techniques (Planar, Radial Hours, and Radial Days), two model variations (Simple and 
With-Recency), and event percentage α , which represents various percentages of event 
types in each cluster. The following values of α were used: 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, and 80%. 
Some of these parameters are fixed such as the dual-channel logs, and cannot be varied 
to see their impact on the performance of the algorithm. However, the other parameters 
were varied and summarized results are discussed below. The impact of varying different 
parameters could be easily seen in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Fig. 6 This figure shows the accuracy of predicting dual-channel communication for infrequently-called alters 
against different values of event percentage α . Here, we can clearly see that the With-Recency version of three 
models i.e. Planar With-Recency, Radial Hours With-Recency, and Radial Days With-Recency outperformed the 
Simple versions with more than 90% accuracy

Table 5 The summary of  average prediction accuracy of  all model variations 
for frequently-called alters and infrequently-called alters groups

User groups Planar Radial hours Radial days

Simple With recency Simple With recency Simple With recency

Frequently called alters 70 90 55 92 70 93

Infrequently called alters 40 89 37 89 36 90
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Modelling techniques: Three modelling techniques do not impact prediction accu-
racy significantly.
Adding recent event: Adding the recent event improves the performance of all three 
models. Figs. 5 and 6 show that the With-Recency variation of all three models out-
performed the Simple version with an accuracy of 93% and 90% for FCA and IFCA 
groups respectively.
Event percentage ( α ): Various values of α have also been tested, but they did not 
significantly affect the prediction accuracy of any model and their variations.

Hence, it is obvious that the most important parameter that impacts the prediction accu-
racy of the proposed model is recency, i.e. the addition of the alter of the most recent 
communication along with the used channel in the top k list. Table 5 shows the average 
accuracy of all model variations for the above-stated values of α.

Conclusion
Mobile phone users can use a lot of channels for communication with their alters. Two 
of the most popular channels of communication are calls and text. This study explores 
the dual-channel communication behaviour of smartphone users from a developing 
country. Note that previous studies explored users’ patterns for making calls and pro-
posed algorithms for prediction of the next call, while this study extends it to the dual-
channel environment.

The preliminary data analysis of 111 users revealed some interesting trends in the 
dual-channel environment. For example, text messages were a more popular communi-
cation channel capturing 81% communication and some ego-alters pairs communicated 
exclusively through text. Moreover, there are only 2 to 3 common contacts between the 
set of contacts to whom calls are made and the set of contacts to whom texts were sent. 
Further, the study found that some ego-alter pairs prefer phone calls for their communi-
cations (equal to or more than 80%). These alters are known as frequently-called alters 
FCA while the rest are called infrequently-called alters IFCA.

After the dual-channel behaviour of smartphone users, the study proposes the first 
algorithm for dual-channel prediction. This algorithm output a short list of contacts 
along with a channel and can be used to assist a user to initiate a communication event 
with an alter. This study proposes different variations of the algorithm for predicting the 
next communication event and the likely channel for that event. All variations of the 
prediction algorithm were evaluated using cross validation by dividing the data set into 
a training set and a test set. The evaluation showed that one can attain an accuracy of 
more than 90%.

This study opens the doors for several research directions. For example, an obvi-
ous extension is to extend this work to predict more than two channels. However, this 
might not be possible due to security and privacy restrictions on smartphones. Another 
research direction is to implement this algorithm as a smartphone app and conduct a 
field study to assess its usefulness in real life scenarios. For example, it is generally 
desired that smartphone applications do not drain a phone’s battery, and hence such a 
field study will reveal the power consumption requirements of this algorithm.
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